A practical method to avoid bond crossing in two-dimensional dissipative particle dynamics simulations.
Dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) simulation technique is an effective method targeted on mesoscopic simulations in which the interactions between particles are soft. As a result, it inevitably causes bond crossing and interpenetration between particles. Here we develop a practical method based on the two-dimensional DPD model which can extremely reduce the possibility of bond crossing. A rigid core is added to each particle by modifying the form of the conservative force in DPD so that the particles cannot penetrate each other. Then by adjusting the spring constant of the bond, we can impose a simple geometry constraint so that the bond crossing can hardly take place. Furthermore, we take into account an analytic geometry constraint in the polymerization model of DPD by which we can successfully avoid the severe bond crossing problem during bond generation in two dimensions. A parabola fitting between the pressure and the particle number density shows that our modified DPD model with small rigid cores can still be mapped onto the Flory-Huggins model, and the mesoscopic length scale of our simulations does not change. By analyzing the mean-square displacement of the innermost monomer and the center of mass of the chains, we find a t(8/15) power law of the polymer dynamics in our model instead of the Rouse prediction supporting the recent results in literature.